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SELF-EVIDENT PLEASURE .

A R E V E L AT O R Y D E S I G N .

TRUE ELEGANCE.

The SUV you've been waiting for: the perfect balance between character and robustness.

At first glance, this new breed of SUV has a harmonious, top-of-the-range feel through the

At the front, admire its chrome-embellished grille positioned between a fine pair of piercing halogen headlights;

perfect balance of its proportions, and the care taken in all its finishes. Robustness and a

or choose classy, feline Full LED* optics combined with a chiselled-chequered front grille. Appreciate its fluid,

contemporary feel are expressed in style in its long, ribbed bonnet design.

dynamic profile, emphasised by an elegant chrome wing-insert** flowing into a stainless-steel roof arch trim.
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* As option only at Allure level
** As standard or unavailable depending on version and destination
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M A D E FO R A DV E N T U R E .

A S T R O N G P E R S O N A L I T Y.

The pioneer spirit of the new Peugeot 3008 SUV is powerfully captured and expressed in its

Discover a subtle, determined character, with a glossy black roof: the Black Diamond*

alluring design. Wide protections, raised ground-clearance, large wheels, and streamlined

roof. At the rear, an ultra-modern touch of style is given by the black lighting strip with

roof bars give it a robust stature, boosted by a raised beltline for enhanced sharpness.

three-claw red opaline LEDs turned on both day and night.
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* As option or unavailable depending on version and destination
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CO N Q UE R I NG WI DE - O PE N SPA CE S.

T H E S H OW I S I N S I D E TO O.

A TO U C H O F P E R F E C T I O N .

Never before has there been such a beautiful space for setting off on an adventure. With its new Peugeot i-

Here, each detail has been designed to create a sense of well-being. The main comfort

Cockpit®, the Peugeot 3008 SUV invites you to discover an all-digital world, equipped with an eight-inch

functions, such as the radio, air-conditioning, sat-nav, vehicle settings, telephone or

capacitive touchscreen* and a customisable**, configurable** head-up digital display atop a compact

mobile apps are at your fingertips and can be accessed through elegant chrome

steering wheel with integrated controls and an electric automatic gearbox*.

aviation-inspired Toggle Switches*.
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* As standard or unavailable according to version and destination
** Preferably when the vehicle is completely stationary

* Aviation-type one-touch selector switches - Standard or unavailable according to version and destination
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HIGH-DEFINITION DRIVING.

G I V E YO U R S E N S E S F R E E R E I N .

In this resolutely high-tech setting, all the information essential for your journey is right

Let a sensory orchestra conductor take care of your in-car comfort with the i-Cockpit® Amplify*.

before your eyes on the 12.3-inch configurable*, customisable* head-up digital display.

Change** the internal ambience with ‘Boost’ or ‘Relax’ mode. Enjoy delicate Scentys fragrances; vary** the intensity of the
ambient lighting and screen colours; make the most of the amazing special features of the Driver Sport Pack*... from the
comfort of the eight-point massage seats*.
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* Preferably when the vehicle is completely stationary

* As standard, option or unavailable depending on version and destination
** Preferably when the vehicle is completely stationary
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AMPLIFIED EXPERIENCE .

S I T B A C K F O R A N U LT I M AT E E X P E R I E N C E .
Let the road envelop you and heighten your senses with a remarkable feel
and acoustic comfort. You can drive under the light of the large panoramic
sliding roof*, sitting comfortably in contoured seats as your music plays
through the very-high-fidelity FOCAL® Premium Hi-Fi system*. Discover the
hallmark of French acoustics.
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* As option or unavailable depending on version and destination

UNLIMITED CONNECTIONS.
Now your smartphone can be displayed on the eight-inch touchscreen via the Mirror Screen*
feature to make the most of apps such as Android Auto, Apple CarPlay™ or MirrorLink ® Android
Auto. And your smartphone recharges wirelessly**.
* Only certified Android Auto (available in February, 2017), MirrorLink® or Apple CarPlayTM applications work whether the vehicle is stationary or driving. When driving, some features of the applications
concerned will be disabled. Some types of content that may be free of charge on your smartphone require a paid subscription to an equivalent certified MirrorLink®, Apple CarPlay™ or Android Auto app.
The Mirror Screen feature operates, as appropriate, via MirrorLink® technology (for MirrorLink®-compatible Android, Blackberry and Windows phones), via Apple CarPlay™ (for iOS phones) or via Android Auto
(for Android phones) subject to holding a telephone subscription including Internet access with the user's operator.
** As standard, option or unavailable depending on version and destination - Induction charging for devices compatible with the Qi standard
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KEEP CONTROL.

EXEMPLARY PERFORMANCE.

Nimble around town, the Peugeot 3008 SUV likes to express itself off the beaten track thanks to

No more need to choose between style and driving pleasure. With increased

Advanced Grip Control*. With one action on the thumbwheel on the centre console, your grip mode

ground clearance and a raised driving position, this SUV offers remarkable road-

adapts instantly to the most difficult conditions. With the ingenious Hill Assist Descent Control*, you

handling with precise steering, giving an exhilarating feeling of control and safety.

remain completely in control, even when faced with the steepest inclines.
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* As standard, option or unavailable depending on version and destination
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AS I F BY M AG I C .

C R E AT E YO U R O W N S PA C E .

Hands full? Watch the ingenious hands-free hatch* open or close, making it easy to

Structured or generous, create your own in-car space with the ‘Magic Flat’ system and its

load all your items. All it takes is a swift foot motion under the bumper to activate it...

2/3-1/3 fold-down bench seat, freeing up a flat floor. Store your items according to leisure

and make life easier.

activity with the amazing two-position sliding floor and even load very long objects thanks
to the flat-folding passenger seat.
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* As standard, option or unavailable depending on version and destination
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AT T H E P I N N A C L E O F S A F E T Y.

D R I V E W E L L- S U P P O RT E D.
Equipment like the tyre-pressure warning, gear indicator*,
shock-absorbing frame and six airbags** give you a more
comfortable and safer drive.

* As standard, option or unavailable depending on version and destinations
** As standard or option depending on version and destination
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N E V E R A L O N E AT T H E W H E E L .
Like a sixth sense when on the road, the new Peugeot 3008 SUV offers an
arsenal of driving aids that give a remarkable feeling of safety: Speed sign
recognition and recommendation*; Active Safety Brake with Distance Alert*;
Active lane departure warning system*; Active Blind Spot Monitoring System*;
Driver Attention Alert*; Adaptive cruise control with Stop feature*; etc.
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* As standard, option or unavailable depending on version and destination

NEW 3008 SUV GT LINE

U LT I M AT E AT T R A C T I O N .

34

NEW 3008 SUV GT LINE

C H I C , S P O R T Y P E R S O N A L I T Y.
Set yourself apart with style! The new 3008 SUV GT Line expresses its passion with a set of truly top-of-therange details, such as its 18” matt diamond-cut wheels, its Nera Black rear-view mirrors, its copper GT Line
monogram and its finishes with a resolutely technological character.
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NEW 3008 SUV GT LINE

PURSUE PLEASURE.
Take your seat in the new 3008 SUV GT Line and let its charisma do the rest. Straight
away, you can feel its road-holding, its remarkable acoustic comfort and the peace-ofmind ensured by next-generation driving aids. Immersed in the gentle light from its
panoramic sunroof*, you can take full advantage of the very-high-fidelity sound from the
FOCAL® Premium Hi-Fi system*. Discover the hallmark of French acoustics.
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* As standard, option or unavailable depending on version and destination
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MAXIMUM SEDUCTION.

NEW 3008 SUV GT

ELEGANT DESIGN.
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PERFECT BALANCE.

Right at first sight, be seduced by a powerful front-end with an exclusive ‘sanded chrome’ grille with chrome

From any angle, the 3008 SUV GT lays claim to a sporty personality with a raised posture, wheel-arch mouldings,

chequering enhanced by captivating full-LED headlights. True elegance is embodied in the Black Diamond roof

and 19” tyres. Its exclusive nature can also be felt in the design and quality of all its finishes, such as its chrome rear-

with its stainless-steel trim strip flowing to the rear spoiler, a ‘coupe franche’ dual-colour paint design* and a rear

view mirrors, its slender aluminium roof-bars, the copper GT monogram decorating the front wing, and the double

glossy-black strip enhanced with three-claw LED lights turned on day and night.

chrome exhaust either side of the rear bumper.

* As option on the GT and GT Line versions depending on destination
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NEW 3008 SUV GT

C R E AT O R O F T E C H N O L O G Y.

AND MODERN INTERIORS.

With its new Peugeot i-Cockpit®, step into an all-digital world with an eight-inch capacitive

With the amazing i-Cockpit® Amplify, your interior adapts to all your moods. Appreciate a‘Boost’ or ‘Relax’

touchscreen and a copper-coloured digital head-up display atop a compact steering wheel with

ambience, enjoy a choice of delicate Scentys fragrances, vary* the intensity of the ambient lighting, modify* the

integrated controls and an electric automatic gearbox.

screen colour, etc. Enjoy a top-of-the-range interior made from sophisticated materials such as grey oak, satin
steel chrome, Alcantara® or Nappa** leather with fine copper topstitching.
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* Preferably when the vehicle is completely stationary
** As option
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E X P LO R E T H E W O R L D.

1,6 L BlueHDi 120 S&S

1,2 L PureTech 130 S&S

Gearbox

6-speed manual

Gearbox

Maximum torque

300 Nm from 1,750 rpm

Maximum torque

230 Nm from 1,750 rpm

Torque availability (rpm)

from 1,750 to 3,750

Torque availability (rpm)

from 1,750 to 5,500

EAT6 : 6-speed automatic gearbox enabling faster gear changes while ensuring
excellent fluidity and ease-of-use.
S&S : stop and start.

HDi & BlueHDi.
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6-speed manual / EAT6

EAT6 : 6-speed automatic gearbox enabling faster gear changes whilst ensuring
excellent fluidity and ease-of-use.
S&S : stop and start.

P u r e Te c h

The 3008's HDi Euro5* and BlueHDi Euro6* diesel engines combine high performance and restricted emissions. These engines,

The three-cylinder PureTech Euro6* petrol engines on the 3008 boost efficiency thanks to their reduced weight and size. They give you unique

combined with an additive particulate filter, help to reduce fuel consumption while restricting CO2 emissions, and eliminate 99.9%

driving pleasure and high-level performance, without compromising on reliability and robustness. The 1.2-litre PureTech 130 S&S engine was voted

of fine particulates. The BlueHDi Euro6 engines also feature SCR (Selective Catalytic Reduction) technology enabling the reduction

engine of the year 2016 in its category. It can be combined with the new EAT6 automatic gearbox. The 1.6 litre THP 150 and 165 hp Euro5

of nitrogen oxide (NOx) emissions by up to 90%.

engines, exclusively combined with the EAT6 gearbox, are also available on the 3008*.

*As standard, option or unavailable depending on version and destination

*As standard, option or unavailable depending on version and destination
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YO U R ST Y L E, YO UR C HOI CE .
Put together a warm, elegant ambience that
suits you with our selection of interior fabric
or leather trims*

1. Claudia Mistral leather*
2. MECO’cloth*
3. PIEDIMONTE leather effect and cloth*
4. EVRON leather effect and cloth*
5. IMILA leather effect and cloth**
6. Leather effect, Alcantara® and copper topstitching***
7. Mistral Nappa leather and copper topstitching****

* As standard, option or unavailable depending on version and destination
** As standard on the GT Line version depending on destination
*** As standard on the GT version depending on destination
**** As standard or option on the GT Line and GT versions depending on destination
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S E T T H E TO N E
Choose the colour that matches your character
from our colour range.

Hurricane Grey*

Bianca White**

Cumulus Grey**

Amazonite Grey**

Nera Black**

Ultimate Red**

Pearl White**

Magnetic Blue**

Pyrite Beige**

Metallic Copper**

* As standard or unavailable depending on version and destination
** Option depending on version and destination
*** With ‘Coupe Franche’ as option or unavailable on GT Line and GT
depending on destination

Amazonite Grey/Nera Black**

Platinum Grey/Nera Black***

Metallic Copper/Nera Black***

19” NEW YORK two-tone diamond-cut alloy wheels(5)

A N D P UT TH E W HOL E TO G ETHER .
Punctuate the key note with one of the trim options or
17”, 18” or 19” wheel rims in painted or two-tone
diamond-cut versions.

(1) As standard or unavailable depending on version and destination
(2) As option (for Advanced Grip Control option) or unavailable depending on version and destination
(3) As option or unavailable depending on version and destination
(4) As standard on 3008 GT depending on destination
(5) As option on 3008 GT depending on destination

17” steel wheel with MIAMI
hubcap(1)

17" CHICAGO alloy wheels(1)

18” DETROIT two-tone diamond-cut alloy wheels(1)

18” LOS ANGELES two-tone diamondcut alloy wheels(2)

19” WASHINGTON two-tone diamond-cut alloy wheels(3)

19” BOSTON two-tone diamond-cut alloy wheels(4)

